1.1.2 BAGGAGE PROCEDURES AND ALLOWANCE









FORBIDDEN ITEMS ONBOARD BLUEBIRD AIRWAYS FLIGHTS
AMMUNITION
GUNS / SPORT GUNS
AVALANCHE RESQUE BACKPACK
CAMPING STOVES
FUEL CONTAINERS WITH FLAMMABLE LIQUID (even empty)
PERSONAL PROTECTION DEVICES (mace, paper spray, tasers, electro shock weapons)
GAS CARTIDGES (including those containing CO2)
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Passengers should be informed during checkin the following recommendations by EASA (European
Aviation Safety Agency) as well as dispay on the checkin desks the document:
BBG.OPS.CNTNFO.PEDPOL.ISSUE1

 Large PEDs, power banks, spare baterries for PEDs only (maximum 2 per pax) and e-cigarettes should
be carried in the passenger cabin whenever possible; Passengers should ensure that the device is
either disabled or deactivated and will not be powered on during its transport on purpose or
accidentaly by any application, alarm or pre-set configuration
 Request passengers to ensure that any large PED that cannot be carried in the passenger cabin (e.g.
due to its size), and therefore has to be carried in checked baggage, is:





Completely switched off and effectively protected from accidental activation. To ensure the
device is never powered on during its transport, any application, alarm or pre-set configuration
that may activate it shall be disabled or deactivated;
Protected from the risk of accidental damage by applying suitable packaging or casing or by being
placed in a rigid bag protected by adequate cushioning (e.g. plastic bag or clothing);
Not carried in the same baggage together with flammable material (e.g. perfumes, aerosols, etc)

FOR ANY PEDs NOT FALLING ON THE ABOVE CATEGORY OR FOR ANY CALRIFICATION
BLUEBIURD AIRWAYS SHOULD BE CONTACTED 14 DAYS PRIOR TRAVEL IN ORDER TO RECEIVE
APPROVAL FOR THE TRANSPORT OF ANY SPECIAL PED

Cost
Free unless stated
otherwise*
*only in cases of ticket
purchases from
Bluebird Airlines
Website
(www.bluebirdair.com)
with the respective
cost as published
online

CHECKED BAGGAGE
Weight
Other Info
Up to 20kg per items
For each passenger, Bluebird Airways allows up to one
The overall measurement
(1) checked piece as long as the overall weight does
of each checked-in piece
not exceed the weight shown in the left column
(length+width+height)
according to the point of departure and destination.
must be less than 158 cm
Extra kilograms will be charged as excess baggage.
and weigh less than 32 kg
The Carrier shall not be liable for damage to fragile,
valuable where such damage is the result of the
inherent defect, quality or vice of the item in question.
The Carrier assumes no liability for the delay in delivery
of and/or destruction of luggages that contain any
perishable items especially food and/or liquids. Due to
the fact that each country has its own rules about what
can be brought across borders, most of the luggage
with perishable items are refused permission to be
transported internationally or delayed at the security as
there is a risk of contamination. If the luggage has food
and/or liquids that re kept from airport security and/or
airport customs for further investigation, are usually
but must be refrigerated and/or must consumed in a
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short period of time, these baggages can be destroyed
for health safety reasons.
Unsuitably or inadequately packed items or baggages
with perishable items will be accepted at the Carrier’s
discretion and, where accepted, if they are delayed or
destroyed, compensation may and will be denied as a
result of the aforementioned factors.
Cost
Free

Cost
Free

INFANT CHECKED BAGGAGE
Weight
Other Info
Up to 10Kgs per item
Infants under 2 years old are offered a 10kg luggage
allowance with Bluebird Airways.
Size
23 x 40 x 51
cm (including
wheels and
handles).

CARRY ON BAGGAGE
Weight
Other Info
Up to 8kg Only one carry-on bag per person is allowed.
per item
ITEMS THAT MUST BE CARRY ON ONLY

Fragile or perishable articles, including medication or
medical devices, money, jewelry, silverware,
electronics, camera, laptop computers, personal
audio/video devices, negotiable documents, samples of
business documents or other valuables must be placed
in carry-on baggage, as these items will not be accepted
as checked baggage. Any such items declared or found
in checked baggage shall be subject to removal prior to
the baggage in question being accepted for carriage by
the Carrier.
Please refer to the procedure that must be followed for
Personal Portable Electronic Devices that is depaicted
above
LIGHTERS / SAFETY MATCHES

One Lighter per person is allowed and it must be
included in the clear re-sealable bag (due to their liquid
content, these items fall under the rules of liquids, gels
and aerosols) in order to pass the security screening
checkpoint (after which time the lighter must be
removed from the bag and carried on your person).
Lighters cannot be placed in checked baggage on any
flight, for safety reasons. Matches must always be
carried on one’s person and only safety matches are
allowed not the ones with the phosphorus. Electronic
cigarettes are allowed but must remain stowed unused
in your carry-on baggage.
SYRINGES FOR MEDICAL USE

Passengers may only carry such items as syringes, EpiPen and hypodermic needles if for personal medical use
during the flight, with the needle's guard in place, and
when accompanied by labeled medication and/or a
Doctor's certificate (for further instructions please refer
to “Document 1.2.1: Special Needs Passenger Service
Procedures” in “Article 1.2.1.9 Passenger with Diabetes
and/or travelling with injections”
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Cost
€5.00 or $6.50
per extra
kilogram each
way.
(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

EXTRA BAGAGGE & EXCESS BAGGAGE
Weight
Other Info
Max. 32 kg per item
Each E-Ticket contains a free checked baggage up to 20kgs
unless stated otherwise and in cases of ticket purchases
from Bluebird Airlines Website (www.bluebirdair.com)
with the respective cost as published online.
 The first and second checked baggage cots €30 or
$40 until 20kgs,
 The third costs €90 or $110 until 20kgs,
 The fourth costs €120 or $140 until 20kgs etc.
 For every piece, excess baggage charges are
applicable from 20kgs to 32kgs maximum.
Note: Any Boxes wood or ardboard (including olive oil etc.)
are charged as extra piece

SPORTING EQUIPMENT / SPECIAL ITEMS
Should a passenger decide to carry sports equipment on board BlueBird Airway’s aircrafts they need to
provide at least 14 days prior notice before the date of traveling at pax@bluebirdair.com, in order to prebook it and provide further information about the equipment and its dimensions. If passengers fail to prebook, we reserve the right to refuse to carry the equipment during check in with no legal or financial
liability towards them. Aditionally, it is obligatory first, to insure their sports equipment for their full
replacement value as BlueBird Airways does not accept any liability in case they are damaged or lost and
secondly ensure that the equipment is securely packed with all zip compartments padlocked.
If all above criteria are met, Bluebird Airways will accept all following sports items with a limited release
tag (to be signed at check-in), releasing Bluebird Airways of any legal or financial liability. Additional fees
will be applied to certain items since it is not included in the free weight allowance, as per below
categories:
Cost

Size

Weight

€30.00 or
$40.00 (per
segment)

Any size
including
bicycle
bag/box.

Any
weight (up
to 32kg)

No longer
than 3.65m

Maximum
32kg per
item

Any regular
size

Maximum
32kg per
item

(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

€50.00 or
$65.00
(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

€50.00 or
$65.00
(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

Other Info
BIKE
In preparation for travel, we recommend you use a bicycle
bag, the handlebars must be turned inwards, the tyres
deflated and pedals removed. It is strongly recommended
that this item must be wrapped in plastic or cardboard for
transportation.
SURFBOARD
Passengers should arrive at the airport 3 hours prior to
departure time since space in the cargo hold is limited.

KITEBOARD
One kite board or one bag containing kite board
equipment will be accepted. The bag and kite board
equipment must be fully enclosed in a hard shell container
specifically designed for shipping.
GOLF CLUBS
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€50.00 or
$65.00
(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

14 clubs and
1 pair of
shoes

Maximum
32kg per
item

The bag and clubs must be fully enclosed in a hard shell
container specifically designed for shipping. If otherwise
packaged, the item(s) will only be accepted with a limited
release tag (to be signed at check-in), releasing Bluebird
Airways of any liability.

Includes two
rods, one reel
and a tackle
box.

FISHING EQUIPMENT
Maximum The fishing rod(s) must be packaged in a rigid and/or hard
20kg per
shell container specifically designed for shipping. If
item
otherwise packaged, the item(s) will only be accepted with
a limited release tag (to be signed at check-in), releasing
Bluebird Airways of liability.
Any form of fishing knives, spear gun and/or air pistols are
not accepted on board BlueBird Airways flights.

SCUBA EQUIPMENT
All equipment (excluding the tank which will be carried
separately) must be securely packed in a rigid and/or hard
It is very important that
shell container specifically designed for shipping. These
the pressure gauge of the
item(s) will only be accepted with the presence of an extra
Diving Cylinders/Tank does insurance policy and accompanyied by a limited release tag
not exceed 2.8 bar and/or
(to be signed at check-in), releasing Bluebird Airways of
40psi (otherwise it is not
liability. All equipment must be visually inspected and
accepted).
accepted by our check-in agents.

€50.00 or
$65.00

Maximum 32kg per item

(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

Any form of fishing knives, spear gun and/or air pistols are
not accepted on board BlueBird Airways flights

€50.00 or
$65.00

Includes two
rods, one reel
and a tackle
box.

(Passenger can
choose currency
of payment)

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
Maximum Consists of: 1 tent, 2 sleeping bags & camping accessories.
20kg per
Will be accepted on Bluebird Airways flights as checked
item
baggage only. Stoves and canisters will not be accepted
onboard as well as no fuel sources (gas, fluid) accepted.

Important notes:



To be charged at the above rates, the sports equipment must consist of no more than the following items. If other
items are to be carried in addition to those listed below for each form of equipment, then excess baggage charges will
be levied.



The charges of the operating carrier or the carrier operating the first leg of the journey apply. Charges may differ on
flights operated in association with other airlines.

Cost

Size

Free

23 x 40 x 51
cm including
wheels and
handles

Free, unless

Any regular

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Weight
Other Info
CARRY ON MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Up to 8kg Allowed in overhead bin. Instruments exceeding this size or
per item
weight must be checked. It is important to note that a musical
instrument in cabin replaces the carry-on baggage allowed. If
the instrument exceeds the aforesaid limits, you must
reserve an extra seat, which will be charged at the lowest
regular fare available.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AS CHECKED BAGGAGE
Up to
Must be packed in a secure hard case. Should the musical
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it exceeds
the free
allowance
weight and
dimensions

size

Cost
If the combined weight
of the playpen and your
baggage exceeds the
free baggage allowance,
excess baggage charges
in effect will apply

32kg per
item

instrument and baggage combined exceed the free allowance
per person, the applicable excess baggage fees will apply. It
should be accompanied by an additional travel insurance and It
will only be accepted with a limited release tag (to be signed at
check-in), releasing Bluebird Airways of any liability.

CHILD AND BABY EQUIPMENT
Size
Weight
Other Info
PLAYPEN AS CHECKED BAGGAGE
Any
Maximum 32kg
Must be securely folded and closed. Must be
regular
placed in transport pouch or in a solid bag. Not
size
accepted as carry-on baggage. It will only be
accepted with a limited release tag (to be signed
at check-in), releasing Bluebird Airways of any
liability.
DIAPER BAG

Diaper bag accepted free of charge when
travelling with baby.

Free when traveling with
an infant or young child

If the combined weight
of the car seat and your
baggage exceeds the
free baggage allowance,
excess baggage charges
in effect will apply.

STROLLER AS CHECKED BAGGAGE
Any
Any regular
Must be securely folded, wrapped in case or
regular weight
nylons and closed. Not accepted as carry-on
size
baggage. Can be used up to the door of the
aircraft on departure. Upon arrival, strollers will
NOT be gate delivered. Even if baby strollers are
not charged, they have to be tagged as “limited
release”.

Any
regular
size

CAR SEAT AS CHECKED BAGGAGE
Up to 20kgs per The car seat can be carried as a checked baggage
item
with an extra charge as second piece, tagged
“delivery at aircraft” and it will be handed over to
the ground staff.
Upon arrival you get the car seat right after your
disembarkation or it will be off loaded on the
baggage claim belt.

PET IN CABIN
Cost
€30.00 or
$40.00
(Passenger
can choose
currency of
payment)

Size
Maximum
box size is
55 x 40 x
20 cm

Weight
Up to 8kg
per item
including
the cage

Other Info
The carriage of pets in the cabin of the aircraft is permitted only
in a special box. If you wish to transfer two pets together in one
box, they should be familiar with each other and both should not
exceed the allowed weight of 8kg including the cage. Also, as a
necessary condition for its transfer is the demonstration at the
check-in counters of a) a health booklet b) EU Pet Passport c)
fitted with an ID microchip and d) must have a valid Anti-Rabies
vaccination on the day of the travel. Maximum pets in cabin
allowed in each flight are two (2), should be seated with at least
10 rows difference between them and are not allowed to seat in
an emergency exit seat/row.
LIVE ANIMALS IN HOLD (AVIH)

LIVE ANIMALS ARE NOT ALLOWED ONBOARD BLUEBIRD AIRWAYS FLIGHTS
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GUIDE AND RESQUE DOGS
GUIDE DOGS ARE ALLOWED ONBOARD BLUEBIRD AIRWAYS FLIGHTS ONLY IN CABIN AND AS LONG AS
THEY OCCUPY A PAID SEAT.
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